The department is switching to distance teaching as of Wednesday, March 18.

As many of you may already know, Lund University have decided to move all its teaching online starting today, March 18. This means that no teaching will be held on campus, and that lectures, seminars etc. will run online via Canvas as much as possible. For some courses with more practical teaching elements (such as labs with artefacts or specific technical equipment, or fieldwork), we may be forced to move said practical elements to a later date when they can be carried out on campus or in the field again. The teachers on your courses will contact you as soon as possible with course specific information, but be prepared that it may take some time before the forms of the online teaching have been determined and content been created.

In addition, we ask for your patience during this transition, and ask you to keep yourself updated via the university webpage with information on the Coronavirus: https://www.staff.lu.se/article/information-about-the-coronavirus-for-staff-and-students